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Summary
The proposal of this research line is the search for alternatives to the resolution of
complex problems where human knowledge should be apprehended in a general
fashion.
In particular, the activities developed so far can be included in the area of Medical
Diagnosis, even though similar applications in other fields are not discarded.
In general, one of the greatest problems of medical diagnosis is the subjectivity of the
specialist. The experience of the professional greatly affects the final diagnosis. This
is due to the fact that the result does not depend on a systematized solution, but on
the interpretation of the patient's answer.
The solution to this kind of problems can be found in the area of Adaptive Pattern
Recognition, where the solution rests on the easiness with which the systems adapts
to the information available, in this case coming from the patient.
In this sense, neural networks are extremely useful, since they are not only capable
of learning with the aid of an expert, but they can also make generalizations based on
the information from the input data, thus showing relations that are a priori of a
complex nature.
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1. Pattern Recognition and Neural Networks
Human beings do not analyze the different situations of the real world as isolated
facts, but they try and describe them in terms of patterns of related facts. Sometimes
these relations are implicit because they all refer to the same object. Some other
times, however, it is necessary to explicitly connect these characteristics in order to
find a relation.
It is interesting to observe the power of perception of human beings. We are very
well adapted to carrying out pattern processing activities. Examples of this can be
found in the recognition of hand-written characters or in image recognition. In both
cases, interpretations would be correct even if there were distortions or lack of
information.
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Since this skill is not only used for the perception of facts but also for knowledge,
ways of providing computers with this same pattern processing skill of human beings
has been sought for.
This could lead not only to a simpler way of using computers, but also to more
efficient applications in real world tasks. This possibility has increased the interest to
understand how to handle information expressed as patterns.
Within the pattern recognition area, one of the most important concepts is that of
discriminant.
In general, a discriminant is a function or operator that, when applied to a pattern,
allows to obtain an output corresponding to an estimation of the class to which it
belongs, or an estimation of one or more of the attributes of the pattern.
The existence of discriminants constitutes the essence of pattern recognition.
When patterns are numeric, discriminants are based on one of the following
concepts:
1. The discriminant is a surface dividing the space of input data from where patterns
are classified according to the sector to which they belong.
2. The discriminant is a distance measurement, and patterns are classified according
to the class to which their closest neighbor [Simp 92], [Simp 93], or the closest
prototype [ Torb 98], or the closest class center [Mega 98], [Shie 95] belong.
Solutions found by means of the use of neural networks allow to obtain discriminants
of the first type.
The usual practice is to look for a pattern recognition system which is able to learn in
an adaptive way from the experiences of several discriminants, each of them
corresponding to a specific purpose. In an automatic pattern recognition system,
learning and recognition stages are combined to achieve the objective desired [Cagn
93] [Valli 98]. In this sense, neural networks are a suitable tool for the
implementation of adaptive solutions solved by the computer [Nigr 93].
Using neural networks, the concept of discriminant is based on a set of hyperplanes
or hypersurfaces that map the input space into the output space.
On the other hand, the main characteristic of neural networks is their ability to
generalize information, as well as their tolerance to noise. Therefore, one of the
computer science areas that uses them the most is Pattern Recognition.
The research line of Neural Networks applied to Pattern Recognition has as its main
objectives:
 The application of Neural Networks to specific problems of pattern
recognition.
 The evaluation of efficiency metrics and reliability of the solutions proposed.
 The formation of human resources in the area
The tasks developed so far are part of the existing agreement between the Faculty of
Medical Sciences of the UNLP and the LIDI.
2. Medical Diagnosis
One of the most important problems of medical diagnosis, in general, is the
subjectivity of the specialist. It can be noted, in particular in pattern recognition
activities, that the experience of the professional is closely related to the final
diagnosis. This is due to the fact that the result does not depend on a systematized
solution but on the interpretation of the patient's signal.
For example, in the case of the diagnosis of balance disorders, the signal
corresponding to the ocular movement of the patient needs to be analyzed. This
signal presents a pattern called nystagmus whose frequency in different tests
determines the type of lesion. The pattern itself is closely related to the type of signal
and is different for each patient. [Lanz 97]
Something similar happens with cell count. In general, every histologic
sample has certain associated normality values that characterize the cell populations
forming it. This allows the specialist, based on groupings of cells with the same
characteristics, to perform a first classification of the tissue under examination as
normal or pathologic [Lanz 98].
The methods allowing to determine the proportion of cells with similar
characteristics are a routine, heavy task and subjected to errors on the part of the
observer due to their mainly subjective character. Therefore, it would be extremely
interesting to be able to establish this proportion with the highest objectivity possible,
for more accurate diagnosis and prognosis.
Any method that allows to count cells with similar characteristics constitutes
a very important tool to be able to distinguish a priori normal from pathologic
samples, and, at a later stage, specific pathologies [Lanz 95] [Lanz 98].
Problems such as those mentioned here require tools that do not use an
algorithm to find the solution, but that are able to behave according to the data of the
problem. In this sense, neural networks are extremely useful, since not only are they
capable of recognizing patterns with the aid of the expert, but also of generalizing the
information contained in the input data, thus showing relations which are a priori
complex.
Currently, the automatic recognition of the elements present in a histologic
sample using neural networks is being studied; however, this type of solution can be
applied to numerous diagnosis problems.
The system being used receives the image through a camera placed over the
microscope. It should be noted that in order to calculate cell proportion of a
preparation, it should be swept following a "Greek grill", which generates
approximately 120 color images of 640x420 pixels. The magnitude of calculations to
be carried out should be taken into account, as well as the need to speed up the
classification process.
Here, processing of digital images and neural networks are combined to carry
out the required recognition and classification. The solution to the problem can be
divided in two parts: the segmentation of the different elements, and their subsequent
classification.
As a solution for the first part, different clustering techniques have been
studied, so as to achieve a suitable segmentation. The characteristic used has been
color, in order for the solution proposed to be general. In this sense, good results
have been obtained thanks to the definition of a new clustering algorithm based on e
re-definition of the input image.
As for the classification stage, different solutions using neural networks have
been compared, the results obtained being correct, with an error smaller than 10%.
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